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BY: Education, Health, and Environmental Affairs Committee

AMENDMENT TO SENATE BILL 124
(First Reading File Bill)

On page 2, in line 20, after “COMPOSTING;” insert “AND

(4) INCLUDE AT LEAST ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

in lines 21, 25, 28, and 30, strike “(4)”, “(5)”, “(6)”, and “(7)”, respectively, and substitute “(I)”, “(II)”, “(III)”, and “(IV)”, respectively; in line 21, strike “TRANSITION” and substitute “PLANNING TO TRANSITION”; in line 23, after “EAT,” insert “IN COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL LAW,”; in the same line, strike “TRAIN” and substitute “TRAINS”; in line 25, strike “DEVELOP” and substitute “DEVELOPING”; in line 28, strike “CONTRACT” and substitute “CONTRACTING”; and in line 30, strike “ESTABLISH” and substitute “ESTABLISHING”.

On page 3, in lines 1, 3, 6, and 8, strike “(8)”, “(9)”, “(10)”, and “(11)”, respectively, and substitute “(VI)”, “(VII)”, “(VIII)”, and “(IX)”, respectively; in line 1, strike “REPLACE” and substitute “REPLACING”; in lines 3 and 8, in each instance, strike “ESTABLISH” and substitute “ESTABLISHING”; in line 6, strike “PACKAGE AND DISTRIBUTE” and substitute “PACKAGING AND DISTRIBUTING”; in line 8, after “PROGRAM” insert “OR ACTIVITY”; in line 15, strike “INVOLVE” and substitute “CONTRACT WITH”; and strike beginning with “CREATE” in line 17 down through “PAY” in line 20 and substitute “WILL CONTRACT WITH BUSINESSES THAT PAY”.

On page 4, in line 1, strike “$500,000” and substitute “$250,000”; and in line 16, after “2022.” insert “It shall remain effective for a period of 5 years and, at the end of June 30, 2027, this Act, with no further action required by the General Assembly, shall be abrogated and of no further force and effect.”.